GATGARD

NU-LIFE 600

Outgassing is a characteristic of polycarbonate and most thermoplastic sheeting, and
applying any type of adhesive backed tint or film, be it rigid or flexible, has always been
problematic, with air and moisture bubbles due to outgassing between the sheeting and
the film a regular occurrence. GATGARD® Nu-Life 600 film is the long term solution.
GATGARD® NULIFE 600 Graffiti film is a hardcoated film, offering excellent resistance to abrasion,
scratching, gouging, chemicals, solvents and graffiti. This hardcoat technology is similar to traditional
hardcoat (AR) polycarbonate or acrylic sheet but with the added benefit of being sacrificial, allowing
removability if damaged without leaving any adhesive residue.
When used as the protective layer on a thermoplastic sheet surface, GATGARD® Nu-Life 600 graffiti
film eliminates the issue of outgassing and provides a long term, optically clear, film solution for
protecting polycarbonate and thermoplastic sheeting.
This film technology will extend the life of your polycarbonate, acrylic or other plastic sheet glazing.
Applications

Architectural
School Windows, Hospitals, Mental Health Facilities, Government Buildings, Jails/Prisons, Convenience Stores/
Kiosks, Shopping Complex, Banks, etc.
Transportation
Train, bus & tram windows, bus shelters, train & bus stations, ticket booths, mass transit, heavy equipment,
mining equipment, forestry machinery, etc.
Benefits

How to Apply or Replace/Refurbish
~ Nu-Life 600 film can be applied using traditional
methods of window film application without the need for
any specialized or expensive equipment. Specific
installation instructions available on request

~ Multi-layered, Heavy Duty construction for extreme protection
on polycarbonate, acrylic and other thermoplastic substrates

~ When film reaches it's end of life, it can be simply
removed by lifting off the substrate, with absolutely no
adhesive residue left on the substrate, ready for reapplication of new layer of Nu-Life 600

~ Easily cleaned or removed for Anti Graffiti applications

~ Improved Security by creating a deterrent to forced entry

~ This glazing method provides a cost effective alternative
to total glazing replacement
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INNOVATIONS

A Protective Hardcoated Film that is compatible for your Polycarbonate and Acrylic Windows that
can be removed when damaged without leaving any adhesive residue, offering NU-LIFE to your glazing.
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EXTREME HARDCOAT FILM PROTECTION FOR YOUR POLYCARBONATE SHEETING

